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Preamble
Overview
The Enterprise Cloud Customer Council (E3C) is a group of enterprise companies, primarily financial
services, with the vision to become a leading voice for enterprise organizations in the pursuit of cloud
interoperability, security, and portability with major cloud industry vendors and standards bodies. The
top cloud companies are closely involved and are actively assisting the E3C in achieving its goals. Intel
Corporation serves as facilitator for the group.

Mission
The E3C mission is to develop requirements centered on common functional architecture, detailed
specifications, and technical solutions that improve enterprise cloud adoption and integration while
mitigating regulatory risk.
For the smooth and secure usage of hybrid cloud for applications and data, the council shall work
toward
1) Enhancing security of clouds for secure network connectivity and data management that align to
enterprise requirements
2) Ease of integration and life cycle management through interoperability across clouds
3) Ensuring enterprises have the same visibility and control of their resources in public cloud as on
premises

Process
In order to achieve the E3C mission, the members form technical work groups focused on the top
current impediments. The technical work groups work towards understanding common architectures
and approaches and then establishing common requirements that form the E3C position papers. After
the papers are approved by the E3C council members, consisting of executive level members from each
of the member companies, the papers are published on a public website. Papers will be iterated
accordingly as needed.

Usage of Position Papers
The position papers are not designed as prescriptive requirements but rather as input for organizations
developing roadmaps and/or requirements relating to cloud adoption. These are freely available,
however please reference E3C if you utilize these in RFPs, RFQs, publications, etc.
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Document Conventions
RFC 2119 conventions apply to this document. For convenience, these definitions are provided here:
1. MUST: This word, or the terms "REQUIRED" or "SHALL", mean that the definition is an absolute
requirement of the specification.
2. MUST NOT: This phrase, or the phrase "SHALL NOT", mean that the definition is an absolute
prohibition of the specification.
3. SHOULD: This word, or the adjective "RECOMMENDED", mean that there may exist valid reasons in
particular circumstances to ignore a particular item, but the full implications must be understood and
carefully weighed before choosing a different course.
4. SHOULD NOT: This phrase, or the phrase "NOT RECOMMENDED" mean that there may exist valid
reasons in particular circumstances when the particular behavior is acceptable or even useful, but the
full implications should be understood and the case carefully weighed before implementing any
behavior described with this label.
5. MAY: This word, or the adjective "OPTIONAL", mean that an item is truly optional. One vendor may
choose to include the item because a particular marketplace requires it or because the vendor feels that
it enhances the product while another vendor may omit the same item. An implementation which does
not include a particular option MUST be prepared to interoperate with another implementation which
does include the option, though perhaps with reduced functionality. In the same vein an
implementation which does include a particular option MUST be prepared to interoperate with another
implementation which does not include the option (except, of course, for the feature the option
provides.)
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Overview
A typical large scale enterprise compute environment provides resources and services to internal users
and private B2B services to external users. As the organization shifts various compute resources to
different cloud providers, the same controlled access techniques that existed in legacy Data Centers or
Private Cloud deployments must be offered for these resources running in the public cloud. This
position paper is meant to give high level requirements to the CSPs and illustrate the challenges
experienced by a typical enterprise as it designs proper architecture to move workloads into the cloud
utilizing IAAS model.

Cloud Types and Common Definitions
The most basic definition of a cloud service is one of online service allowing a business unit acting as a
tenant to utilize various compute resources as part of that service. The three major consumption models
for any cloud services are SaaS, PaaS and IaaS. This positioning paper primarily deals with the last
consumption model. Where in the IaaS model various physical and logical constructs are virtualized at
various levels to give consumers various instances of virtual compute resources, this positioning paper
treats network connectivity and network security as similar infrastructure components.

Using one of the earliest definitions of cloud computing, we can define several major cloud types.








Private Clouds. Cloud infrastructure for use by original enterprise or service provider. In this
particular model, the enterprise has complete control of all of virtual infrastructure,
virtualization infrastructure as well as the physical infrastructure. The enterprise has complete
end-to-end policy control between virtual infrastructure instances. And enterprise is often the
only tenant in the cloud or individual business units within the enterprise.
Public Clouds. Cloud infrastructure operated by Cloud Service Providers. Individual virtual
infrastructure components are provisioned and controlled by the enterprise. All infrastructure
between virtual endpoints is controlled by the CSP. Policy is under limited enterprise control,
controlled by CSP and shared between tenants. If we assume the underlay and overlay system
the CSP controls the underlay and enterprise the overlay.
Hybrid Cloud. A schema when virtual compute components are provisioned in both public and
private clouds. Requires network connectivity to be provisioned between the environments as
well as common security and policy framework. Environment where overlay layers of two
distinct clouds can interoperate.
Community Cloud. A cloud capable of connecting multiple enterprises together. It is either an
infrastructure shared and funded by multiple organizations and operated by a mutually trusted
entity or a service provided by a for-profit organization to facilitate connectivity. Community
clouds create a facility where gateways of different tenants can interconnect.
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Public Internet exchange is an example of community cloud. It is a common shared network
(Ethernet or IP) that allows all entities on that to interconnect to each other through that
network, as well as selectively interconnectivity for a smaller set of peers if desired.

Within the IAAS context cloud is defined as an environment in which all virtual components are using
common service parameters











Connectivity. Ability for virtual compute units to connect to each other at the at network and
transport layers. Assumes simple traversal of intermediate nodes between source and
destination instance, using shortest possible path using FIFO packet forwarding. Ability to
connect at these layers does not always imply connectivity at higher layers.
Security. Ability to restrict connectivity between virtual infrastructure instances. This
restriction can occur at various layers from application to network based on capabilities of
various intermediate and end system nodes. The goal of security is to restrict connectivity to an
appropriate level for the risk.
Policy. A set of enhanced connectivity parameters. Ability to traffic engineer connectivity
between virtual infrastructure instances, as well as to offer different availability and
performance SLAs for connectivity. Security is a subset of policy, which restricts connectivity or
redirects this connectivity to various form of scrubbing or monitoring security devices.
Availability. A value calculated based on a standard function of MTTF divided by MTTF added to
MTTR. Used to assess the impact of overall system design. Used to insure that when redundant
elements (added to increase system availability) depend on a common element, the common
element must have an availability number greater than dependent elements and ideally equal
or greater to combined availability of these elements working in parallel.
Elasticity. Ability to scale up on demand within the environment with the goal of increasing
capacity and availability. The number of virtual instances can increase and decrease without any
explicit infrastructure reconfiguration, which includes security and policy.
Mobility. Ability for virtual instances to move within their network environment without any
manual network reconfiguration or the need to rebuild the instance from scratch. Often
mobility is defined as maintaining the same network layer addressing before and after the
move, but mobility can exist at any other layer. The important part is to be able to move,
maintain the ability to connect and preserve all service parameters.

A mobile network, for example can be considered a cloud environment, where connectivity is
maintained when devices are in the same mobile region or move between regions, even if their network
addressing changes in the second event.
Global Internet can be considered cloud environment, as everything has theoretical connectivity to
everything else. However, due to security, policies are different and under separate control to restrict
connectivity. Mobility is also restricted as moving policy is very difficult. Despite all of these restrictions,
the goal is still for various end systems to connect to each other. Global Internet is an example of a very
large Community Cloud.
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Challenges of Cloud Based DMZ Architectures
A typical DMZ is a network virtualization schema when a particular network connects to at least two
different networks with different security levels. Security levels are defined as restrictions on
connectivity access, so a DMZ is typically a network that has services that facilitate connectivity between
networks of lesser access restrictions to network of greater connectivity restrictions.
There are several challenges and requirements in developing DMZ architectures such as when
connecting Internet exposed untrusted areas to private trusted areas. These challenges are no different
than those in a typical legacy Data Center, or Private Cloud environment. What changes is the fact that
a DMZ design goes from a traditional monolithic concentrated environment with clear separation of
different security domains and security levels into separate networks to a much more scaled out
environment when security domains are not related to network domains with different operators of the
entire infrastructure. Here are some of the challenges:

Network Security
The traditional network security model relies on the idea of a secure network perimeter and tightly
controlled network access using various forms of middleware. Network less tightly controlled security
access networks of very tightly controlled security access using intermediate DMZ networks. This relied
on clear network boundaries with applications neatly contained within those boundaries. The challenge
of any cloud environment is the fact that it very difficult to extend network perimeter with highly elastic
and mobile applications. And thus, the challenge of perimeter security is to move from one allencompassing monolithic perimeter offering all the protection to all of infrastructure to a set of
perimeters around individual infrastructure components organized in various tiers providing protection
services. Three major tiers can be identified within the CSP, or any cloud environment for that matter.


Tier 3 – Service Tier. Protection of individual virtual compute endpoints. This is ultimately
responsibility of the tenant and defines the most granular protection mechanism, providing
and restricting access to individual services. Service domain is a single virtual system or
group of virtual systems running a specific service with very service specific access
protection mechanisms.
Security at the service tier revisits a long forgotten security framework known as Zero Trust.
This framework effectively treats every network accessible physical or virtual compute as a
secure island. The perimeter around service domain is a perimeter around individual virtual
compute node and a set of compute nodes can create a virtual security perimeter by
creating an aggregate security policy. This perimeter can be part of the compute node or
deployed as a separate subcomponent.



Tier 2 – Connectivity Tier. Protection of individual virtual networks. This service can be
offered either by the tenant in the form of tenant deployed Cloud Gateway or by the CSP in
the form of CSP provided Cloud Gateway. Combinations are possible, but protection is
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aggregate, which is reduced to protecting entire network domains from other network
domains.
Tier 1 – Infrastructure Tier. Protection of entire infrastructures, including physical aspects
of it. Ultimately the responsibility of whoever provides the infrastructure, so it becomes the
CSP in all CSP networks. It involves such global protection mechanisms, such as closing off
the infrastructure belonging to the tenant from other major public networks as well as
providing various monitoring and reactive services.

The goal of all these tiers is to still replicate the original continuous perimeter security domain
and dividing it into tiers and spreading those tiers out, as the application services are deployed
in mobile and elastic environment. As the system moves from a monolithic “continent” to a set
of “islands”, the second part of the design is to insure that these islands have secure “bridges”
or communications paths to each other. As we look at the DMZ designs in subsequent sections,
these designs are based on what tier these bridges are provisioned between perimeters.


Inter-network DMZ Security and Policy Since a cloud DMZ is ultimately a connectivity domain,
then there must be an aggregation device capable of providing security for all connectivity into
the cloud. This security can be in the form of basic filters, intrusion detection and other auxiliary
network security functions. Since such security policy is an aggregate security policy, controlling
access from many virtual compute nodes to many virtual compute nodes, the goal is to reduce it
to as few policies as possible and remove the direct relationship between aggregate security
policy and application mobility within the cloud.



Intra-network DMZ Security and Policy. When networking within the DMZ is not under the
tenant control, to insure the environment is fully trusted, security and policy must be moved the
compute instances. The challenge of endpoint security in the Public Cloud infrastructure is the
fact that traditional approach was to either make it part of aggregation infrastructure



Security Policy Definition. The traditional method for network security enforcement use a
combination of network addressing and transport ports for policy definition. As virtual compute
nodes or even applications within those nodes move, they must either maintain their current
addressing or create a dynamic way to update various inter-network and intranet work policies.
Both have scalability limits. Address mobility and security can be achieved within small network
coverage area and will become impossible to manage once addressing starts crossing into other
clouds. As the perimeter security becomes tiered, so should security policy.
Traditional security approaches often use Per Hop Behavior approach similar to QoS DiffServ.
Devices acting as security device perform packet filtering at different tiers. It is beyond the
scope of the document to address some of these approaches, but some consideration could be
given to approaches where network and transport layer filtering is completely removed from
any network devices.
o

Address lookup with indirection and encapsulation. Communications between two
endpoints has to follow the process of lookup (both name and IP), authentication and
establishing connectivity to the other endpoint.
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o

Metadata or Authentication Header Information. Metadata is embedded into packets
or packet headers allowing security devices to authorize connectivity between two
endpoints based on metadata keys.

Traffic Analysis Services
Most enterprise compute environments maintain a special infrastructure allowing them to perform
packet capture and analysis on traffic going through the Data Center network. Few Data Center
operators actually achieved all of those, but intent was to achieve a number of things:








Packet Capture. Observe all communications between any set of endpoints, for a short period of
time, assuming enough capacity is available to collect all the packets. This is a short term
activity designed primarily for active troubleshooting.
Non-Sampled Flow Capture. Capturing all communications between all virtual nodes in the
cloud including virtual network devices and extracting relevant information to account for all
flows. A flow is all packets that match a particular set of attributes in network and above layers,
defined by the operator and limited by DPI and export capabilities.
Retention of Flow Data. A database of records of all flows allowing the operator to have all the
record of system communications.
Publishing Information. The tenant must be able to publish this (flow) information to various
analytics tools. CSP may offer these security analytics tools as a product or use common
standard protocols to allow publishing this information to third party tools. Live publishing of
that information would allow the operator to quickly react to problematic activities.
Packet Scrubbing. When offending traffic is redirected, special purpose devices offer DPI
services that clean up and redirect the traffic back to targeted destination hosts.

This is a challenge in reverse, as the opportunity exists to migrate these service to edge systems which
are CPU/NPU based and better positioned to offer distributed DPI services as close to cloud endpoints as
possible.

Hybrid Cloud Connectivity Challenges.
As was previously stated a cloud is ultimately some form of connectivity domain that shares common
service attributes. A connectivity domain can take on a form of a single Ethernet LAN, a set of LANs
connected together by some form of routed infrastructure, or some sort of overlay or underlay based
virtual network that has the properties of the first two. Such infrastructure will connect to other
network environments using some form of Data Center edge with some form of perimeter security
either enforced in front of behind this edge. These network environments can be various forms of WAN
gateways including the infrastructure that will handle connectivity to CSP environments. There are
numerous variations of this design, but as with perimeter security, the intent is to replicate this design,
but in a scaled out environment without clear network borders.
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Common Definitions
While the CSPs build their services different from each other, it is desirable to have common definitions
when describing various physical and virtual network functions and their general attributes. Some
common definitions to describe connectivity:










Cloud Transport Edge. System owned by the enterprise or cloud provider providing connectivity
between the cloud virtual infrastructure and physical transport infrastructure.
Cloud Transport Network. Physical and/or virtual infrastructure between Cloud Transport
Edges.
Cloud Gateway. A physical or virtual system providing connectivity between individual cloud
connectivity domains. Cloud gateways can transparent virtual constructs provided by the CSP as
part of building individual clouds or specialized virtual compute nodes designed to build virtual
network between each using various forms of Cloud Transport and Transit Networks
Cloud Transit Network. Any form of physical or virtual infrastructure providing connectivity
between Cloud Gateways and Transport Edges. The distinction between transit and transport
network is not there, especially when CSP provide transport between multiple clouds in many
geographical region. Transit networks end up using transport networks.
Cloud Geographical Domain. A CSP must clearly define what constitutes a network area in
which a cloud can be deployed.
Physical Cloud Exchange Network. A physical multipoint network for multiple cloud Transport
Edges of multiple tenants to interconnect together using a common infrastructure
Virtual Cloud Exchange Network. A virtual multipoint network for different Cloud Gateways of
multiple tenants to interconnect together using a common virtual infrastructure.

Performance Service Level Objectives and Agreements
SLOs can range from best effort service to precise availability and performance parameters for specific
application traffic with some conservative guarantees in the middle. They may turn into actual
negotiated SLAs. Since multiple applications and service domains go through various shared networks,
then multiple SLA levels would have to be enforced.





CSP to Standard DiffServ Conversion. Must be able convert from whatever packet or just
application analysis mechanism that exists within the CSP to standard IP packet ToS field
markings to interoperate with transport DiffServ model.
Performance Domains. CSP must clearly define performance domains. When resources are
deployed, the tenant must have the option of determining which domain the resources can
reside in and how it impacts application performance.
Performance Domains vs. Availability Domains. CSP must clearly indicate the relationship
between performance domains and availability domains. Trying to deploy infrastructure to
minimize latency and jitter may impact its availability.
Performance Domain SLOs. Performance SLOs must exist for crossing performance domains.
Since geography and transport network SLOs play a huge role when crossing performance
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domains, the CSP must have the capability to provide performance SLAs not just for individual
domains.
Throughout. Throughput SLO must define the percentage of traffic is guaranteed to get
between any two virtual compute nodes.
Latency. Latency SLO must be available for a particular performance domain. It should give any
tenant deployment choices in terms of how close different services must be to each other.
Jitter. Jitter SLA must be available to allow the tenant to offer near real life performance to
some applications.
Service Classes. It is up to the CSP to determine the amount and types of service classes and
their individual performance parameters. The tenant must have the option to select any
amount or no service classes at all. There must a premium class operating as Strict High Priority,
as well as a class that operates as Best Effort.
Encryption. Any cloud gateway interconnecting multiple clouds must assume that traffic is
carried over an untrusted network either within the CSP or over public networks interconnecting
CSP Cloud Networks. Encryption using latest encryption techniques and various key
management methods must be available.

Availability
Availability is a function of MTBF and MTTR and covered in other documents. The general expectation
is that the availability of each component is less than or equal to the general availability of the entire
cloud service. Two basic requirements exist.



Connection availability. The CSP must provide availability numbers for connectivity between
any two virtual compute nodes within the cloud infrastructure including Cloud Gateways.
Enhanced availability. The CSP may offer the option for enhanced availability for certain types
of traffic.

Tenant Cloud Connectivity Network Models
As stated in the security section there are three major tiers: infrastructure, connectivity and service,
which map to perimeter network components that separate various infrastructure components in public
and private clouds. Cloud connectivity network models effectively create network VPN services at these
three tiers. The advantages and disadvantages of using one tier over another are determined based by
scale, operational concerns and the ease of building DMZs on top of these models. Each connectivity
model will work well with a particular DMZ model.

Private Transport or Virtual Private Transport
Private transport network between various cloud transport edges can take on a number of forms, but
with the two major variations, which ultimately create one type of private network topology.
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Private IP Network. Private IP network built on top of various dedicated data link and physical
network services. All standard network design best practices apply when building such
connectivity. With such connectivity, the tenant places equipment next to Cloud Transport
edges and this resembles a typical transport network used by various enterprises to provide
Data Center Interconnect service.
Private VPN Over Public Shared Networks. It is a variation of the above and the same best
practices apply, except that the transport network is a shared IP network and some form of VPN
overlay is used to make it look very similar to the transport network above. Since SD-WAN is
effectively an auto-provisioned site-to-site VPN mesh with an integrated routing system, various
SD-WAN solutions fall into the category.

Above networks can offer network virtualization or segmentation services creating multiple connectivity
domains or VPNs using setups such as tags, overlays or some form of metadata, where each segment
corresponds to a set of interconnected clouds. As with all segmentation schemas, numerous
interconnectivity models can be created such as when a set of clouds can connect to one cloud, but not
to each other, but this capability is optional and the primary goal of the transport network is to provide
connectivity.
The primary goal of this infrastructure is to the provide connectivity and network segmentation and not
individual security to individual cloud network. Bridging of various and diverse clouds is ultimately
accomplished at the infrastructure level by building private or virtual private infrastructure, isolating it
from connectivity by other tenants, but since ownership of the infrastructure is still in the hands of both
the enterprise and the CSP, connectivity domains must still be protected.
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FIGURE 1: HYBRID CLOUD OVER VIRTUAL PRIVATE TRANSPORT

Public Carrier Services and Cloud Exchanges
Private network solutions create a continuous enterprise owned transport network, but require some
sort of equipment placed on both customer and CSP premises. Since the customer already has a
network that at the very least supports user connectivity as well as private cloud infrastructure, there
will almost always be Cloud Transport Edge for Private Clouds. At the same time, deploying devices next
to CSP infrastructure can be costly and time consuming. So additional options extend the approach.




CSP as a Direct Peer. CSP provides cloud transport edge in either virtual or physical form.
Enterprise connectivity is a form of remote peering to the CSP. This type of connectivity is no
different than your typical transit Internet connection, or direct connectivity to a content
provider. This variation is no different than the first variation, except the CSP network between
Transport Internet Edge and Cloud gateways is a publicly shared network.
CSP as Indirect Peer. Private Cloud Transport Edge connects to a third party provider or a cloud
exchange (using either local or remote peering). Cloud exchanges are specialized forms of
Internet exchanges, which provide connectivity to suppliers and consumers of cloud services. A
cloud exchange is just a specialized form of third party transport network. Utilizing various third
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parties is no different that utilizing various Ethernet Virtual Private Line/LAN providers or IP VPN
Service, but where various VPN services promised isolation, it is not always guaranteed.
Cloud Gateway VPN Mesh. Previous two options rely on public services, but still operate under
the assumption that the network can be private and the tenant can operate some
infrastructure. Assuming that the network between various clouds, including private clouds can
become open and unsecure, the idea was to close Cloud Gateways to outside traffic, unless it is
coming from public networks to special DMZs and the gateways only support gateway to
gateway overlays. This effectively builds a VPN mesh between Cloud Gateways and slightly
resembles private network options.

FIGURE 2: HYBRID CLOUD PUBLIC TRANSPORT

There are two major differences between private and public transport. What changes, is the fact that
the enterprise not only does not control transport infrastructure, but cannot even treat transport
infrastructure as private as it is open to other tenants or other public networks.

Inter-Cloud Transport Service Parameters
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Service Parameters can range from best effort service to precise availability and performance
parameters for specific application traffic with some conservative guarantees in the middle. Since
multiple applications and service domains go through the same transport network as well as the
infrastructure between that the Cloud Gateways, then multiple service levels can be enforced. Cloud to
transport Edge DMZs may have different methods identifying packets belonging to applications
requiring different service levels, but the transport network must have a uniform way of identifying
those.

Performance
This describes a Differentiated Services model, in which individual endpoints or gateways can set certain
field in packet headers, and all intermediate physical or virtual network devices can use these field
values to enforce SLOs. At this point the most common way to mark and IP packet is by changing its
Type of Service bits in the packets and majority of virtual and physical forwarding devices can read this
particular header field.
The traditional use of the DiffServ model has been to use the markings to guarantee certain per-hop
behavior in a bandwidth and latency constrained WAN. This per-hop behavior was manually defined
and used various queuing mechanisms on network devices. While the model is similar as the cloud
domains may span many clouds operating over large geographical regions, the DiffServ model can be
adapted to cover all forms of service including availability and secure connectivity without too much
operational overhead that accompanied DiffServ deployment in various transport networks.
Some general parameters are:









Performance is Value Added service. The baseline should be best effort traffic. In addition,
SLAs cannot be provided over public network and can only be derived based on performance
statistics.
No Performance Guarantee on Public Network. Unless a third party can verify that
performance guarantees exist. If the transport network is some kind of public network beyond
the control of tenant or the CSP its SLA must be general network SLA.
4 Service Classes. At this point minimal number of differentiated service classes that must be
provisioned is 4. They include two best effort class, strict high priority class and less than best
effort.
Best Effort is a Premium Service. Best effort classes must have guaranteed set of resources,
and ability to use all the available resources.
Strict High Priority. Strict high priority class must have a guaranteed constrained set of
resources and access to all network resources before other classes.
Less Than Best Effort. Less than best effort service type is used for all traffic that violates SLAs
or determined to be some sort of security violation.
Tenant Sets the Parameters. Aside from giving tenants the capability to set SLA parameters,
the CSP is only responsible for enforcing them.
Minimal/Default Service Level. Minimal capabilities must be available for tenants that do not
have the expertise or need to determine their service requirements.

Performance is measured as throughput, latency and jitter. These numbers are assumed to follow the
general 95th percentile. DiffServ model represents a primitive form of metadata that has to always be
15

trusted, can only of a fixed size and has to be part of packet header. It is however something that can be
set at an endpoint and the network is programmed (often manually, unfortunately to enforce it).

Availability
As stated before it is a function of MTBF and MTTR. In most cases applies to general network
availability, but some CSPs, tenants and third party transport providers can decide to offer lower
availability and drop some traffic during partial network outages. Some services can be identified as less
critical than others. Availability should be available for each tenant facing individual component or set of
components of the overall cloud connectivity network. It may be important to know the availability of
the transport edge provided by CSP, as opposed to providing the availability of every line card of each
network device.
In some situations, when availability is improved by adding parallel components, the recovery of traffic
forwarding after failure and restoration of individual components may become relevant. This
information can optionally be made available.

Cloud DMZ Architectures
A typical cloud DMZ is a connectivity domain, so each cloud is ultimately its own DMZ. DMZs can be
Layer 2 broadcast networks, Layer 3 IP networks and even networks utilizing various overlay protocols.
This chapter is primarily dedicated to identifying security boundaries and their relationship to network
boundaries.

Private and Virtual Private Transport DMZ Architectures
As previously mentioned private transport architectures provide private network connectivity into the
CSP. When this private connectivity uses infrastructure deployed and operated by the customer, this
connectivity takes on two tiers. The first tier is the connectivity between the tenant transport edge and
CSP aggregation. The next tier is between CSP aggregation and Cloud Gateways. Both of these tiers
should be treated as Inter-cloud transport infrastructure and treated as single connectivity domain.
Control of this infrastructure is shared between the customer and the CSP. Cloud Gateways are
expected to provide basic security services mainly isolating general connectivity into the cloud, as well
as reactive services during security breaches. In such a model there is no need to build virtual private
infrastructures since the transport network is already private and isolated to a single connectivity
domain.
CSP aggregation tier does not have to be visible to the tenant and abstracted away as a virtual link
between CSP tenant touchpoint and the tenant cloud networks. Numerous options may exist for
aggregating multiple tenant cloud networks including the use of special transit cloud networks designed
to aggregate multiple cloud gateways,.
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This architecture is potentially ideal for one time large scale data transfers. CSP Cloud Gateways must
be designed to scale well.
FIGURE 3: CLOUD DMZ WITH PRIVATE TRANSPORT

Most enterprises would also want to securely isolate their private cloud infrastructures in an effort to
protect more critical resources. Or concerned that private Cloud Infrastructure has access to other
internal networks, which must be protected. These solutions begin to treat Inter-cloud network and the
transport network as a public network and start looking at deploying private network services on top of
this public overlay.

FIGURE 4: HARDENED CLOUD DMZ WITH PRIVATE TRANSPORT
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The challenge of deploying tenant Cloud Gateways is the scalability of such a solution. Tenant Cloud
Gateway is ultimately another virtual compute node, so it must either support the throughput required
for all the other virtual compute nodes to interconnect to other clouds or horizontally scale to allow
traffic to be load balanced. It is generally desirable to deploy CSP Cloud Gateways for Intra-CSP
connectivity and specialized tenant gateways from outside of CSP or hybrid cloud connectivity.

Public Transport Infrastructure DMZ Architecture
Many of the guidelines that apply to private infrastructure apply to public infrastructures, except that
there is an expectation that any network environment beyond the cloud gateway is part of the same
connectivity domain as all other tenants in the cloud domain. A transport network that is part of the
global Internet would be part of the largest connectivity domain open to all tenants on the Internet.

In this architecture, CSP aggregation infrastructure that connects the CSP to the public network is no
longer relevant. It is part of the general transport mesh. The original Cloud Gateway takes on the
functions of CSP aggregation and a DMZ is built between that and a tenant controlled virtual instance.
The infrastructure resembles the original design. This architecture is effectively similar to the hardened
DMZ architecture, except the tenant no longer relies on the CSP Cloud Gateway to perform any network
services and uses its own Cloud Gateways to build its own private network completely ignoring the CSP
infrastructure.
Even in this architecture the CSP provides some kind of boundary between the tenant cloud and the
transport edge. Where the tenant wants to operate a completely isolated cloud with the access into
that cloud controlled exclusively by the tenant, the Cloud Gateway becomes a compute node with
multiple interfaces where one side is the tenant cloud and the other side is some form of another cloud
that is performing transit functions. So this solution is no different from the previous solution, except
the DMZ network is assumed to be a complete unsecured network and carries VPN traffic between
enterprise Cloud Gateways.
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FIGURE 5: DMZ WITH PUBLIC TRANSPORT
As with the previous approach, the elasticity of tenant Cloud Gateways must be taken into account.
Many of the solutions are based on traditional vendor offering and must at the very minimum support
throughput levels currently offered to the customer on the transport network.

Borderless DMZ architecture
The above two solutions for public and private infrastructures have one thing in common and that is the
idea that isolating connectivity domains and service domains requires multiple infrastructure tiers. In a
typical IAAS cloud environments, the virtual compute instances provide security enforcement of service
domains and cloud gateways provide security enforcement of connectivity domains. Cloud gateways
may form their own overlay network providing inter-cloud connectivity, depending on the security of
the transport infrastructure. But there is a clear separation of connectivity enforcement boundary and
service enforcement boundary.
Borderless DMZ is when all virtual compute instances are able to create connectivity domains directly
between each other using some form of overlay networking. Various forms of control systems may exist
that program these overlays and insure that only authorized compute instances are able to
interconnect. With such a setup, the virtual compute host provides all the needed security, and the
requirements for cloud gateway security become minimized. At this point the security requirements for
the cloud gateway may be reduced from controlling which other cloud networks can establish
connectivity to just monitoring and from protecting from irregular traffic patterns. Any enterprise can
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still continue enforcing connectivity domain boundary at the cloud gateway, but the need for gatewayto-gateway overlays is eliminated, independent of the underlying transport architecture.
Metadata based security approach would be especially effective for both endpoint security and cloud
gateway security enforcement. When Borderless DMZs have to connect to other DMZ they utilize
special gateways that provide the network and security boundary between the borderless cloud
infrastructures and regular cloud DMZs. These gateways are special cases of tenant controlled Cloud
Gateways typically deployed inside. The disadvantage of Borderless DMZ is the potential loss of
network security hierarchy, and the scalability one has to give up by maintaining countless of potential
overlay network tunnels. Security hierarchy is not truly lost, but middle level of hierarchy would be
moved closer to endpoint. In case of maintaining overlay tunnels, the tunnels themselves are stateless
and meant to set up almost as easily as additional TCP sessions.
Borderless DMZ architecture is ultimately the one for the Zero Trust model. In such a model virtual
network perimeters can be deployed on demand potentially creating connectivity domains on demand.
This architecture can be deployed as part of virtual compute instance security service and for those that
trust the CSPs, it can be offered as a CSP service. Borderless DMZ architecture may appear to be the
most overwhelming because it creates the illusion of many virtual connections set up between many
virtual compute nodes. With a well-designed solution offered either by the CSP or a third party
combined with an aggregated access control solution, these connections are created on demand and
can be made hierarchical. Hierarchy may be required to support Inter-Cloud connectivity.
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FIGURE 6: BORDERLESS DMZS
Intra-DMZ SLAs
A typical DMZ is a connectivity domain and its most basic requirement is facilitating IP communications
between virtual compute instances. Since the physical and virtual topologies of a typical cloud are a lot
more abstracted away than topologies of the transport network, it becomes a lot more difficult to
analyze cloud SLAs, but the requirements could be similar. Since the cloud infrastructure is under
complete control of the CSP the ability to allocate resources to better determine availability,
performance and security should be easier.

Availability
Some availability requirements can be defined:



Connection Availability. The CSP must provide availability numbers for connectivity between
any two virtual compute nodes within the cloud infrastructure including Cloud Gateways.
Enhanced availability. The CSP may offer the option for enhanced availability for certain types
of traffic. How that traffic is identified or given higher or lower availability is specific to what
type of technology the CSP chose to use, but availability can be influenced by the end systems in
a similar fashion as performance.
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In general, the numbers for the Availability Domain are the only relevant number, as the expectation is
that outages for individual components will result in their restoration. Utilizing subdomains is only
necessary if there is a significant difference between availability of individual virtual components and
the entire Availability Domain.

Performance
Defining performance SLOs/SLAs in the cloud environment is as difficult as doing it a typical Data Center
environment, but here are some basic requirements.





Performance Domains. Just like the CSP must define availability domains, the CSP must clearly
define performance domains. When resources are deployed, the tenant must have the option
of determining which domain the resources can reside in and how it impacts availability.
Performance Domain SLAs. Performance SLAs must exist for crossing performance domains.
Since geography and transport network SLAs play a huge role when crossing performance
domains, the CSP must have the capability to provide performance SLAs not just for individual
domains, but for domain to domain performance.
Throughout. First performance SLA is throughput, which could be measured in percent. Unlike
a Wide Area Network service, the tenant is buying a Data Center service, so no explicit
bandwidth SLA is negotiated. The throughput SLA guarantees what the percentage of traffic is
guaranteed to get between any two virtual compute nodes.

All other SLOs are pretty much the same for the transport network, such as latency and jitter.
When describing actual DMZ performance SLOs, the DiffServ model is being described. It may be the
model, but it does not have to be. If instead of actual service classes the CSPs could offer per virtual
instances/per application performance SLOs, including bandwidth guarantees, this would be a much
better solution allowing the tenant to provision service and explicitly request performance parameters.
DiffServ model is used in the transport networking due to some limitations of typical transport network
gear when it comes to packet processing. Deep Packet Inspection capabilities built into more advanced
CPU based systems may make it easier to do more advanced and more granular SLOs. The end goal is
not to define service classes, but to request the same performance SLOs per application.

B2B Service or Community Clouds
When multiple networks are interested in connecting to each other, they may either utilize the network
created by one party or a common network operated either by a commercial third party or a consortium
to enable interconnectivity. The first approach is generally designed for situations when there is primary
content provider and the second approach is when multiple networks are producers and consumers or
resources used by users of these networks. A CSP that has multiple tenants would benefit from
developing a similar solution removing the need for customers to send their traffic into the CSP, out
from the CSP towards network exchange and back into CSP. This would be a Community Cloud and two
types of such clouds should exist.
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Tenant Controlled Community Clouds. The CSP must provide the capability for the tenant to
set up a typical cloud and then utilize a portal or an API, which would allow guests to become
part of that cloud. These clouds would operate without gateways and designed for tenant-totenant interconnectivity.
CSP Controlled Community Clouds. The CSP can create either general purpose or special
purpose (such as for all qualified FSIs) Community Clouds that different tenants can join and
utilize common services either offered by the CSPs or other tenants.

The general architecture of such a cloud is similar to any form of network exchange, such as Internet
Exchange and has the following architectural requirements.

Community Cloud as an Ethernet Broadcast Domain
Cloud networks can resemble Ethernet switched networks, full routed domains or a mix of the two, but
the Community Cloud network is best positioned to emulate Ethernet switched network. This is to
ensure that all tenant Cloud Gateways can create IP routes using each other as next hops. In fact, the
underlying architecture can be anything as long as all cloud tenants can resolve each other using Layer 2
protocols.
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FIGURE 7: COMMUNITY CLOUD
Point to Multipoint Service
A CSP may offer an optional service in which a particular tenant can create a community cloud and allow
other invited tenant systems to use it, and the network topology of such a cloud is Point-to-Multipoint in
nature. The primary tenant or the service originator can have its Cloud Gateways be the roots of a
virtual network tree and all “guest” tenants are leafs of this tree. This is an optional value added service
and it may create marginal security and connectivity enhancements for community cloud tenants. So
Point-to-Multipoint service can be an additional service allowed by CSP outside of standard Broadcast
and Point-to-Point.

Large Scale Community Clouds
The greatest incentive to connect to the exchange is not often the cost, but the fact that a public
exchange allows a content consumer or producer to reach other producers and consumers with
minimum amount of effort. The scaling limitations of various technologies that create virtual Ethernet
broadcast domains are ultimately the limit of how big these virtual community clouds can be, or should
be and they set up the framework for virtual transport domains that a typical CSP can operate.
Distinction should still be made between Community Clouds and virtual transport domains. Their
functions can overlap, but the first are designed to allow many clouds of different tenants to
interconnect to each other and the second to interconnect clouds of a single or a small group of tenants
using CSP infrastructure instead of requiring the tenant, especially one who only uses that particular CSP
to build a dedicated transport network.

Community Clouds vs. Inter-Cloud “Peering” Virtual Links
If distinct clouds belonging to different tenants want to interconnect, they can set up virtual links
between CSP provisioned Cloud Gateways. This approach requires setting up virtual links for every
interconnection, at the same time insuring a very clean delineation. The same network design tradeoffs
apply here as when choosing point to point connections between individual networks vs. networks
interconnecting many touchpoints. Both solutions have a place when designing B2B services and the
desire for dynamic routing is no longer driven by availability concerns, but by the need to simplify
administration.

Intra-CSP Cloud to Cloud Connectivity
When providing connectivity between various tenant controlled clouds two options exist. First is the
peering link, which is effectively is a virtual link between Cloud Gateways and second option is the
Community Cloud or common transport domain, which could just be a special form of transit cloud. The
approaches accomplish the same thing, and the second approach is when the first approach has to
scale. It is a matter of a set of various direct cloud to cloud connections vs. a common interconnect
domain that creates a hub.
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When talking about the second option, we are just discussing a virtual transport network whether it is a
cloud or some kind of more advanced transport domain. Just like a typical transport network, this cloud
does not have special mobility requirements, so policy is relatively static and connectivity changes only
during failures. Just like any Community Cloud this is a network that interconnects tenant deployed
Cloud Gateways, but unlike one it does not have to be a specific Ethernet-like broadcast domain. The
network can take on any topology as long as it is capable of routing IP and exchanging routing
information with Cloud Gateways if needed. Tenant can even build overlay VPNs over this transport
domain.

Intra-CSP Connectivity SLAs
Security
If the security requirements dictate building overlay networks between Cloud Gateways deployed in a
Hybrid Cloud environment and there is no specialized DMZ for Intra-CSP connectivity, overlay tunnels
must exist between the gateways in part of the same CSP. All other security requirements remain the
same. More relaxed security policies can be created for Inter-cloud connectivity if the clouds are part of
the same CSP using the same trusted architecture.

Performance
Intra-CSP virtual network is a special case of the transport network under the same administrative
control, so while transport SLAs apply, the only major difference is that the CSP in the interests of
monetizing its own long haul bandwidth, would be more likely to offer actual intra-CSP inter-cloud
throughput guarantees. Again, since the CSP is fully in the control of the network, it no longer has to be
bound by DiffServ limitations. The end goal is to support per application/per cloud network
performance SLAs. This also helps defining latency SLAs, as individual performance parameters can be
defined for each individual cloud-to-cloud interconnect. Not only these parameters can be enforced
using some form of metadata (including all forms of extension packet headers, like Network Service),
but through advanced DPI capabilities deployed on Intra-CSP transport.

Availability
Intra-CSP transport connects multiple availability domains, but since it is a collection of various systems
that form, there has to be an overall availability metric for the network.

User Cloud Access
So far the communications between various cloud networks covered Hybrid Cloud use case, which is
communications between IAAS components deployed in various public and private clouds. Ultimately
these services are designed to provide services to the users, so many of these cloud networks will host
various frontends that users will need to access. The frontends will need to communicate with various
forms of middleware, which in turn will communicate with other components. This will drive the
process of creating numerous connectivity domains, service domains and cloud gateways
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interconnecting them. Secure multi-tier application design is beyond the scope of the document, but
when it comes time to build multiple connectivity domains special Cloud Gateways can be deployed
whose only purpose is to interconnect different connectivity domains. These Cloud Gateways are no
different than a typical enterprise firewall – offering packet filtering and IP forwarding services as well as
Control Plane protocols to facilitate that.

As we accommodate user access, we are looking at two basic access requirements.



Access Public Internet Applications. Covers a typical Internet application or any other deployed
service to provide services to systems coming from a public network such as through a
Community Cloud.
VPN facing applications. Covers user services, where the users connect to the cloud using some
for of site-to-site VPN solution. SD-WAN services fall into that category.

FIGURE 8: USER ACCESS

Public Network Access
The design for access from the public network is very similar to Community Cloud design. The primary
difference is that the Cloud Gateway is interfacing with a special DMZ that connects into the public
network. In case of the Internet, the transport edge is an Internet transit router.
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Since the endpoints of such a network are public, it is impossible to guarantee availability and
performance other than through statistical analysis, but some additional security capabilities should be
present.

VPN Network Access
VPN network is another private overlay network deployed independent of the Cloud Gateway overlay.
The challenge of VPN access design is how to integrate the two together. The design should be no
different than any other design where VPN concentrators are deployed in the data centers. Treat it a
special purpose Cloud Gateway where tunnel termination interface is deployed in a public network
facing DMZ and the service interface is part of a special DMZ that resembles a more secure Community
Cloud.
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